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I. Introduction

The study of electron and ion density distribution around the magnetic
equator is of considerable importance in clarifying the methods of magnetic,
solar-ionizing and dynamic control of the important ionospheric processes.
The well-known equatorial anomaly in the latitudinal distribution of the
charged particles has been the object of studies for 30 years now 17, 2,3, 4, 5,
6'7,8,10]. The investigations continue, and further regularities and specifi-
cities of this phenomenon are being discovered, For instance, the equatorial
anomaly existing at altitudes of 900-1200 km during the night and the se.
paration of crests of proton and oxygen ion concentration has been proved
in [8,9], while in 11,12,13] the authors have studied the irregularities in
the equatorial zone by probe methods. Considerable progress is to be ob-
served recently in the field of theoretical investigations [7,10] and in the
related phenomenon of irregular ionizing structure [13]. However,we still do
not possess sufficiently reliable experimental data about the conditions of
formation and disappearance of the anomaly, particularly over the region of
rnaximal electron concentrations in the F-region. We do not have sufficient
information about the altitudinal manifestation of this anomaly either. The
lack of data on the planetary distribution of electron and ion temperatures
and on their temporal changes constitutes a major difficulty for all contem-
porary ionospheric models. That is why, the electron and the ion concentration
measur€ments and the electron temperature measurements perforrned by the
Intercosmos-8 satellite whose orbit crossed the equatorial regions at various
moments of the day is oi considerable inlerest.



II. Results from Ion Density Measurements

Ion traps described in [5, 1B], Langmuir probe [16, 18], radiofrequency elec-
tron temperature probe [17], and improved electronic equiprnent [8] have
been used on board the Intercosmos-B satellite. This satellite performed
measurements of the equatorial latitudes al geographical longitudes from
150'W to 60'E, as the transits over the magnetic equator took place at
afternoon and night hours. The measurement conditions are presented in de-
tail in Table 1.

The resulting measurements are conventionally separated into two groups,
mainly from the point of view of the local time for the equatorial cross.
The first group is related to the aiternoon period of up to 18h30- LT and
the second one is related to the night period (after 18h30' LT).

The ion concentration for the transits crossing the equator between
l7h00m LT at altitudes of 308 km to 360 km under quiet magnetic condi-
tions (Kr-3) are presented on Fig. 1, The distributions demonstrated are
typical of the day period and coincide with the data already known about
the equatorial anomaly [6, 8, 9, 29]. The two characteristic minima -l5o+20o north and south of the equator and a clearly expressed minimum
in the region of the geomagnetic equator can be seen on the Figure. A de-
finite longitudinal effect can also be observed. In order to characterize this
effect we divided the longitudinal interval into two subintervals: ,4 (150'W)
70' W) and B (70'W, 0'W). In the first subinterval the maxima are located
symmetrically to the geomagnetic equator at l-15o. In subregion B there
exists a definite deviation from the known development of the equatorial
anomaly, since the trend for the south maximum is to shift towards ihe
equator from -15o to -5o, while the north maximum becomes considerably
lower. The value of ion density in this maximum is approximately equal to
the concentration of the minimum in subregion .4. In general, the circum-
equatorial distribution in subregion .B approximates the one-rnaximal distri-
bution similar to that in 1271.

Fig. 2 shows characteristic data for the night group which includes
the transits With local time of equato'ial cross between 18h30'and 21h30'.
The altitude of the equatorial cross in accordance with Table I is between
455 and 360 km as the satellite descends from the south to the north.

At these temporal and altitudinal conditions the general trend for the
equatorial minimum is to disappear within a concentration decrease in the

Table 1

Measurement Conditions

Local ilme (h) Altitude (km) Zenlth angle (degrecs)

Geomagne-
tic latitudt

(deg.)
Translt number

-500
50

19b 13m
2lh 34n
22b 57rn

1610
1828
1947

r+ssl osa
r6281 455
17501 263



crests (for the north one almost of one order, and for the south one -2 to 3 times), while the concentration in the minimum almost keeps its value.
The main morphological peculiarities of subregion A arc the following:

in the western part (12110"W) the main maximum is located in the south
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hemisphere, and in the eastern part (,1(l10'--120"W) the main maximum
is located close to the equator. The north maximum almost disapears du-
ring this period. Because of the altitudinal decrease of the orbits, the north
maximum recorded in subregion B probably is due to the satellite cross
through the F maximurn. The main maximum in subregion B shifts from the
equator to the north to Q:l5o+20'N. This main maximum comprises the
rvhole latitudinal region f rom the equator to the designated boundary @:15o +
20'N. A well expressed irregular large-scale structure is to be observed
in this subregion (and especially in its western part -t(30'W).These
irregularities are identified particularly in the region of the Brazilian mag-
netic anomaly. A sirnilar behaviour has been described in [28], where a re-
gion between 60oW and 60'E with decreased concentration and large-scale
irregularities has been sharply outlined.

At to transits between ,1:55"E+60oE, a well expressed bimaximal
distribution of the ion concentration has been obtained. This fact shows that



the effects described in subregion B are of a local character and are in-
fluglced by magnetic field specificities. i*,r:,;:i:tur
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III. Electron Temperature in the Equatorial Region
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in Fig. 3b relate to the night hours 20h00in i 22h00m LT. Since the photo-
electron flux and the electron concentration at 1:$$o x1141n the stationary
day level [25], the results shown on Fig. 3a are characteristic of daytime,
and those on Fig. 3b - for the night, r ince 1:110o.

During 0Bt'00-+ l1h00n' LT (Fig. 3a) in the geomagnetic equator region
there exists a deep temperature trough near the georuagnetic equator with
values close to Tn T" smoothly decreases to its approximation of a

minimum.
Even when there exists a region with T" independent on the latitude,

its latitudinal spread does not exceed several degrees. The centre of the
equatorial trough is shifted to a subsolar direction of about 5o from the
equator. As seen from the Sun location with regard 1o the equatorial trough
oi T", it actually represents a geomagnetic effect. A certain assymetry of
the trough form is obviously connected with the altitudinal variation of T"
and the local time changes. At some passes T"'uafiations with "amplitudes"
of 300o=400" K have been observed, These 7"-variations could be provoked
either by kynetic effects - plasma heating and cooling at its transfer along
the field lines from one hemisphere to the other [19], or by 7"-anisotropy
[26]. At any rate, the minimum T" values in t!,. trougtr _centre coincide
with Tn in most cases, but at some passes at 300'+400'K f,.6n exceeds In.
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Electron temperature in the trough is controlled by the ratio between the
heat input and the value of z;-concentration, which in this phase of the
solar activity cycle at day is sufficiently high, for the difference between
T" and ?", should not exceed 300o+400"K.
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At nightfall (Fig.3b) 7", decreases fast from 2000.+8000"K at @:_40oto 1200'-F100'K at @:-25, and after that decreases monotonously to900't100'K at (D:-40o. The initial fast decrease of ?", takes place"du-
ring 30o'LT. The sunset had occurred for the setellite at the reirresented
passes in the latitudinal interval of 20o+30o.
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Fig. 3b shows that a quick decrease of r" occurs at sunset. This de-
crease is related to the fact that in contrast to the midlatitudes, in the
e_quatorial region th-ere is no heat input from the plasmasphere. This means
that in the @)t20" latitudinal region there are no signiiicant sources for
electron gas. heating after sunset. The ?r, decrease is -a peculiarity of the
equ1t91ig] atmosphere, and this peculiarity takes place af least to @o,2s"
for altitudes of 500 km+600 km.

The slow decrease of r" alter (D: -25' when the satellite moves to
the north. is probably_ connerted with the altitudinal decrease. Moreovel,
since 7n, is close to 7,, a ro-decrease oi about 100" K at the transition
from 20h00' LT and @: -30" in the summer hemisphere to 22h00nLT and
@: *30' in the winter hemisphere (Jacchia-71) plays a certain role.

The behaviour of T" afld n" in the transition lime from night to day
(5h00'+9h00- LT, i. e. during the sunrise period and the first houls after it),
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is shown on Fig. 4. Thjs behaviour has been established according to Lang-
rnuir probe data, The Figure represents the results from three satellite
passes-one performed in continuous quiet magnetic period and two passes
in a magnetically strongly disturbed period. The main characteristic of these
curves is the high T" value. 7"52000" K in quiet conditions over the geo-
magnetic equator at 500 km and attains 3800'K in a magnetically disturbed
period. Moreover, both in quiet arrd disturbed periods there exists clearly ex-
pressed, up to the smallest details, an inverse proportional dependence be-
tween T" and n". T" considerably exceeds Tn in the geomagnetic equator
region at H:400=500 km. Therelore at this time the heat input exceeds the
electron cooling by the ions (at these altitudes mainly Q*, which decreases
sharply). During this time the heat input has already attained the stable day
level and after 2+3 hours (Fig.3a) T, again decreases to values closeto I,.

The midlatitudes of the northern hemisphere have been crossed by the
satellite at the night before sunrise (Fig.   -1)100'). At that time T"
should be close to 7,11000'K (Fig. 3b), because the heating influx from
the magnetosphere at the end of the night before sunrise cannot ensure a
considerable difference Tn- Tn [20]. Therefore, the values of L>2000'K
at midlatitudes in the north hemisphere in the given case are determined
by the only significant heating source -.the photoelectron llux from the
magnetically conjugated region of the ionosphere, which was lit up during
the time ()(<87").

Discussion

The time development of the equatorial anomaly for the altitudinal and
longitudinal regions examined shows a decay of the equatorial trough after
about 19h00'LT. It has been iound in [6] that over the .Arnerican continent
it is difficult to determine the period of the equatorial anomaly decay be-
cause of the appearance of intense F-spread af.ter 22h00.. The beginning
oI the anomaly decay obtained here clarifies this problem, though only for
the altitudinal part examined. In 3a we have shown that the equatorial anomaly
for altitudes over 900-1200 km remains during night for the regions around
the Brazilian magnetic anomaly. Therefore, a complete clarification of the
temporal and spacial conditions for the equatorial anomaly decay calls for
measurements in the whole region of the mqximal electron concentration
of the F-region.

The deviation of the equatorial trough in the ion density from the
geomagnetic equator is connected mainly with the deviations of the real
geomagnetic field from the dipole one nsed in this study.

In the region over the Brazilian magnetic anomaly after sunset an in"
tensification oi the irregular structure has been determined which is con-
nected with the ionizing influence of ihe intense corpuscular fluxes [30].
The electron temperaturc Tu in the geomagnetic equator region at altitudes
higher than the Fr-region maximunr to at least 600 km during the winter
of 1972-1973 lor more than 50 days, excluding the several hours near the
sunrise period, is close to the temperature of the neutral particles, During
the day, in the latitudinal 7',-varialions this decrease takes the form of a
trough with a rninimum, shilted at o 5o in the subsolar direction and expand-
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ing to 20"+30o on both sides. During nighttime in the altitudinal interval
of 300-500 km T":Tr. Because of the absence of heating sources in
the latitudinal variation ol 7-n, there exists a plateau Tr:7, up to @:40'.
The deviation from this ratio takes place in these ionospheriC regions where
at least at one end of the field line, passing over the equator in the exa-
mined altitudinal interval. there occurs sunrise.
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l4suepeHue ptoHHofi KoHrIeHTparIr4r{ B aKBaropr4a/rbHoM par?oue

E. Cepa$unoe, I'L C. Kymuee, /1. cD. Apcoe, 4.I-1. nanee, f .A. CmaHee,
JL fdatteouu, B. B. Af.onuru, B. I-ydcrcurt, B. Osepoo, fl. LlJ.ttuttayep

(Pearcue)

IIo uo.nyvennbrM AaHHbrM or cQepnunux r,roHHbrx noByueK r.r or paAnorra-
crorHoro gnerrpouuoro 3oHAa, r(oropHe 6urtE MouTripoBarrbl Ha cnyrHl{Ke

"Znreprocuoc-8", 
n pa6ore 14ccJleAyercrr rroBeAeHr,re ar(Barop[a,ltuofi axo.

MaIrvH B nocJrenoJryAenrble rr BeqepHI-Ie qacbr, Ha Bblcorax 300-500km. Pe-
3yJlbrarbl, [oryrlegHble B AonrorHoM ttHTepBaJIe l50o-0o, noKagblBalor aHo-
MaJrbHoe pacnpeAeneHne nounoft KoHIIeHTpaIILTH, lrro recHo cBrrsaHo c peanb-
HbIM reoMarHHTHbIM IIoJreM. B nocJIenoJIyAeHHbIe qacbl na6,nrc4aetcg flcHo
BbrpaxeHHoe AByxMaKcuMyMHoe pacfipeAenenue. B pafioue Epasurlcxofi uar-
unrnofi aHoMaJrur.r ceeepnufi Mar(cr,rMyM BblpaxeH cnnbHee rr cMer.qaercf, K
MarHHrHoMy sxBaropy. B neuepuue uacu (or 18h30* Ao 21h08* MecrHoro
npeuenu) na6nrcAaercfl ucqesHoBerilre, ByxMaKcHMyMHofo pac[peAeJrefir4n Ailrl
Toro xe AoJrroruoro r{HrepBana. B pafione Epaannrcxort marnnrnoft anoma.unu
na6.rrcAarcrcs KpynuoMacrrra6nne zonoc{repnue HeeAHopoAHocrH. 9,nerrpou-
Haff reMflepaTypa, r43MepeHHas npl4 BbrlxeyKa3aHHblx ycnoBHsx, He pa3I[qaeTcfl
cnJrbno or reMreparypu uefirpa.nrnofi aruocQepu B rxupornoM pafioue t40'.
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